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Cut above 
the rest
M Moser Associates’ country head, architect Nirmal Mangal shares 
his insight on how the firm has mastered the art of creating distinct 
identities for brands and its people through interior architecture

BY RASHMI NAICKER

With the 
convergence 
of various 
generations 

cohabitating workplaces, 
employees today are more diverse 
than before, and as the pace of 
technological and digital change 
gets more complex and disruptive, 
the workspace itself is changing 
signi cantly and rapidly iven 
this, architects and designers 
are constantly reinventing the 
treatment of spaces across 
sectors So, how does one cater 
to the ever-changing needs of its 
inhabitants? What will the of ce of 

tomorrow look like? We delve 
on these questions and speculate 
on the emerging trends with 
Nirmal Mangal, country head of 
M Moser Associates, a rm that 
specialises in workspace strategy 
and design, using integrated 
approach to deliver solutions  

COLLABORATIVE 
APPROACH
Elaborating on the theoretical 
base of the rms work, Mangal 
states, “Interior design is an 
exploration of thoughts and 
ideas by designers and its 
stakeholders  We believe that 

no two designs are alike and each 
must address its design brief 
and re ect its end-users  his is 
achieved through collaborative 
design workshops that allow 
us to build a consensus among 
stakeholders to achieve common 
goals for the pro ect

he way an of ce operates 
now is not how it has ever 
before  As business owners look 
towards the next design trend 
that maximises productivity, 
encourages team building and 
creativity, the notion of adaptive 
and interactive workplaces has 
garnered immense traction  “We 
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believe that workplaces should 
support an organisation s business, 
while being e ible, e pressive, 
consistent, sustainable and 
balanced  t should allow choices 
of workspace setting, promote 
well-being among its occupants, 
and be inspiring for employees,  
e plains angal

he brand and its culture 
are other important pillars that 
de ne the of ce landscape  n 
a workplace, the branding has 
evolved from a simple company 
logo at the reception to an 
immersive branding environment 
that displays and highlights the 

We practice a 
consensus-

driven design 
process, starting 

with a design 
workshop 

involving all 
stakeholders.”
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and reasonable budgets, along 
with a comprehensive execution 
schedule  ence, we advise 
clients to allow suf cient time to 
achieve good quality construction  
In this digital age, we are often 
racing against time; and surely, 
the projects can be completed in 
shorter timeframes but then the 
quality control steps are often 
overlooked and the completed 
project often falls short of 
achieving expected quality

COLLABORATIVE 
APPROACH
Incorporating insights from facility 
managers is imperative for a 
project s success  acility managers 
bring with them experience 
and knowledge of managing the 
building s infrastructure and its 
engineering systems, along with 
the ability to provide design inputs 
that relate to the maintenance 
of building materials and its 
durability hese inputs, when 
incorporated during the design 
stage, can contribute towards 
better durability and operational 
ef ciency in projects  

“Our approach to the design 
of a new project is a multi-step 
process-driven approach e 
begin with a systematic phase that 
consists of direction, discovery 
and analysis  t this stage, we 
collect information for the project, 
conduct the design workshop, 
analyse our ndings and present 
our recommendations he next 
step is the interior design his 
includes concept design and 
detailed design ased on our 
ndings, we prepare concept 

design options for review and 
consideration by the stakeholders 
for compliance with the design 
brief, project budget and project 
schedule  he concept design 
efforts provide multiple planning 
options for the look and feel 
of the space  e then proceed 
into detailed design stage upon 
approval of concept design hen 
comes the budgeting, tendering, 
construction and project close-
out,  says angal, expounding on 
the complete process  

Programmes of varying scales and complexities 
often demand strategic planning and collaboration  
Mangal deliberates on the challenges of 
establishing a synergy between all stakeholders 
and entities  e says, “In today s corporate world, 
there are multiple stakeholders with diverse 
design briefs, goals and aspirations  More often, 
some of these goals may not be in alignment with 
others  o address this challenge, we practice a 
consensus-driven design process  he process 
begins with a design workshop that brings 

together all the stakeholders on one platform 
to understand each other s preferences, likes 
and dislikes  hrough an interactive process, we 
facilitate a dialogue within the group e ask 
them to create a priority list of success factors  
that can guide everyone towards the common 
goal  his process forges consensus among the 
stakeholders and sets the stage for a buy-in of the 
design process and outcome  he list then works 
as a reference guide throughout the project to 
validate compliance  

company s history and timeline  
he interface between a brand 

and its physical entity can be 
demonstrated by multiple 
elements ranging from graphic 
design to creative lighting, 
furnishings to infographics  “ he 
success of branding is measured 
by the space s memorability 
Ideally, we want people to 
take with them a deeper 
understanding of the company 
With corporations competing for 
the best and brightest, branding 
has become almost vital to a 
company s recruitment and 
retention efforts  mployees 
want to feel like they are a part 
of something, so it is essential 
to make the environment really 
exhibit what the company does 
and what its community is about

THE PROCESS
Adhering to timelines and 
quality are two of the most 
critical aspects in a project  

CO-CREATING A DIALOGUE

Very often, haphazard planning 
cause disruptions in the 
execution process that leads 
to cost escalation and quality 
degradation  Annotating on this 
aspect, Mangal shares, “It has been 
our experience that a common 
thread between most clients 
is the aspiration for a timeless, 
iconic and memorable design  
Such designs are achievable only 
with enough time allotted for 
design development, construction 

The design studio of M Moser Associates in Mumbai. 
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CASE STUDIES

When designing 
of es fo  
MNCs, 
the task of 

sea ess  integ ating diffe ent 
s a es, o ated at diffe ent sites, 
and eating a ni ed ho e an 
e da nting  nt od e M Mose  
sso iates to the i t e, and 

the task t ns into a eati e 
o o t nit  to e o e ne  
design aestheti s  he ed at 

o e t eaks ne  g o nd 
ith its e afted fo , 
hi h is a  inks the of es 

o ated a oss th ee ities, 
hi e ea h aintains its ni e 

identit  es ite aintaining a 
onte o a  st e and nifo  
ang age, the designe s o o ed 
ni e as e ts f o  ea h it  

and e ged it ith the s atia  
fa i  of the of es

he enga  fa i it , hi h 
f n tions i a i  as the sa es 
of e fo  the o an  in ndia, 
integ ates the ga den it  

the e ith e tended g een 
s a es and io hi ia, a an ed 

 ight a ents and an ea th  
o o  a ette  
Mean hi e, the Ne  e hi 

of e e hoes its i h histo i a  
ta est  that stands sta k  
in ont ast to its anisti  
g o th  he o an s sa es 
tea  a ed an a ti e o e in the 
de e o ent of a a f  anning 

ode , ith no o o ise to 
f n tiona it  o  the o an s 
g o a  standa ds  he design 

e ges onte o a  anning 
ith distin t t a  ha , 

taking off f o  the on e t that 
the ast info s the esent  nd 
so, the design ta oses ode n 

ate ia s ith o a  atte ns, 
and si e ines ith de o ati e 
t eat ents and nishes  

o  the of e in ne, a it  
that s kno n as the t a  
a ita  of Maha asht a , the 

tea  as ins i ed  the an  
fo ts and o ntain anges 

RED HAT OFFICES – BENGALURU, PUNE AND NEW DELHI

The open-plan workfloor at the 
Red Hat office in New Delhi.

Strategically placed and designed booths in the 
Pune office help serve as space of focus meetings.
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PROJECT INFORMATION

Client: Red Hat
Architect: M Moser Associates

Project: Red Hat, Bengaluru  SKA  sales of ce 
Design team: (Key Members) Antonis Panayides, Mint, Beverly, Preetha 
and SuSan
Project area: 10,000sq-ft
Initiation of project: April 14, 2016
Completion of project: February 15, 2016

Project: Red Hat, Pune  Support engineering of ce
Design team: (Key Members) Antonis Panayides, Mint, Beverly, Preetha, 
SuSan and Yogesh
Project area: 14,000sq-ft 
Initiation of project: April 1, 2016
Completion of project: May 2, 2017

Project: Red Hat, Ne  elhi  Sales of ce
Design team: Antonis Panayides, Mint, Beverly, Preetha, SuSan, Neha 
Badiye and Supratim
Project area: 7,150sq-ft
Initiation of project: April 1, 2016
Completion of project: May 2, 2017

The design team also 
recon gured the centralised 
collaboration area with more 
spatial typologies comprising 
community tables, collaborative 
media units, and acoustic meeting 
pods. This communal hub was 
celebrated through playful 
architectural motifs such as 
colourful suspended acoustic 
ceiling baf es and nishes.  

The Bengaluru facility integrates the “garden city” 
theme with extended green spaces and biophilia.

One of the meeting rooms 
in the New Delhi office.

The pantry at the Pune facility.

The Bengaluru office pantry.

that surround this region. The 
region’s unique Warli art as well 
as rangoli patterns have been 
incorporated through various 
architectural motifs and super-
graphics. Combining the Red 
Hat corporate super-graphics 
and global brand standards with 
this rich visual language, strikes 
the perfect balance between 
international and local cultures.
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conventional workstations as well 
as informal booths.

The reception has been planned 
like a “street”, where a glass 
backdrop with jaali presents a 
preview of the of ce. our seating 
windows offer meet and greet 
points, as against conventional 
seating or closed meeting rooms. 
The focal point of design in the 
open of ce area remains the 
innovative ceiling design – a collage 
of acoustical ceiling modules in 
three shades and sizes, wrapped 
above the work area.

DIMENSION DATA, MUMBAI

Designing an interior 
space for a global 
entity – especially 
one that enables 

its stakeholders to create and 
reinforce their brand value and 
equity – requires more than just 
a keen eye for aesthetics and 
positioning of of ce furniture 
and utilities. Rather, it requires a 
thorough understanding of the 
organisation, its values, goals, work 
culture, employee dynamics, etc. 
The of ce for imension ata, a 
subsidiary of NTT Japan, is one such 
case, with three conceptual aspects 

Four seating windows offer meet and 
greet points at the reception area.

The reception has been planned like a “street”, where a 
glass backdrop with jaali presents a preview of the office. 

A collage of acoustical 
ceiling modules wrapped 
above the work area.

PROJECT 
INFORMATION
Project: Dimension Data, 
Mumbai 
Client: Dimension Data
Architect: M Moser Associates
Design team: Poonam Kothare, 
Antonis Panayides, Imran Memon, 
and Kiran Vetal 
Project area: 25,000sq-ft
Initiation of project: Nov 2015
Completion of project: 
Feb 2016

de ning its interior landscape – 
e ible, e pressive and balanced.
Although the business 

requirements did not allow for 
an open- oor design, the team 
at M Moser proposed a hybrid 
layout. It would comprise of 
linear benches, cubicles and 
120-degree workstations, which 
was radically different to their 
e isting workspace, and yet was 
aligned to their business needs. The 
hard spaces and enclosures were 
planned towards the periphery, 
and a hot-desking solution was 
catered in two seating options – 
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WILLIS TOWERS WATSON, MUMBAI

Ocompany’s ideations 
and sensibilities, and 

capture the essence of its ambition. 
While designing for Willis Towers 
Watson, a global multinational risk 
management, insurance brokerage 
and advisory company, M Moser 
Associates worked towards 
reinterpreting the essence of a 
serious environment by infusing 
new energy and versatility. Vivid 
spaces, transparent walls, and play 
of colours and te tures, embody 
the interior architecture of its 
of ce in Mumbai. 

The oor plate of the centre, 
which operates multiple shifts 
a day, ve day a week, was a 
contiguous spread of 1,30,000sq-
ft, spanning over two wings. The 

that enhances an organic geometry 
rather than a conventional 
grid plan. A hybrid layout, using 
linear bench, 120-degree, height-
adjustable workstations, was 
created in a seamless manner. 
Multifunctional usage of spaces 
was the key to accommodate the 
business need of each shift. 

‘Neighbourhood planning’ was 
applied as a basic planning principle 
for creating seven self-suf cient 
bays. Each neighborhood contained 
open and closed workspaces,  
and a ‘landmark’ congregation 
space, giving employees the 
choice of work setting. Thematic 
treatment to each ‘neighbourhood’ 
addresses the issues of way-
nding, which otherwise would 

have been a challenge with such a 
large oor plate. 

The reception area.

The office cafe.

‘Neighbourhood planning’ was applied as a 
basic planning principle for the office.

PROJECT INFORMATION
Project: Willis Towers Watson, Mumbai
Client: Willis Tower Watson
Architect: M Moser Associates
Design team: Poonam,  Antonis Panayides and Beverly 
Project area: 130,000sq-ft 
Initiation of project:  Oct 2014
Completion of project: May 2015

major challenge was to create an 
engaging workplace that addresses 
the shift changes, high footfalls 
and connectivity between the two 
wings. The designers circumvented 
the issue by creating a ‘landscape’ 


